Improvements in polymer characterization by size-exclusion chromatography and liquid chromatography at the critical condition by using enhanced-fluidity liquid mobile phases with packed capillary columns.
Microscale chromatography has found numerous applications in liquid chromatography. The combination of enhanced-fluidity liquid mobile phases with packed-capillary LC is evaluated for polymer characterization using size-exclusion chromatography (SEC) and liquid chromatography at the critical condition (LCCC) phase. Separations of polystyrene polymers and copolymers are completed using liquid chromatography at the critical condition. The critical conditions of polystyrene polymers were approached by changing the concentration of CO(2) in the mixture combined with temperature and pressure variation. Because the solvent strength of enhanced-fluidity liquid mixtures is affected by temperature and pressure variation, the solvent strength could be fine-tuned to accurately find the critical condition. Long packed capillaries could be used in this application because the enhanced-fluidity mobile phases have low viscosities. High efficiencies resulted. The performance of packed-capillary and analytical-scale analytical columns containing the same packing material was compared for a challenging separation at the critical condition.